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QUESTION 1

A new EMC Data Domain customer has a requirement to store the maximum amount of backup data on their Data
Domain system. They are deciding on the type of local compression to use for their backups. When planning the Data
Domain design, what should the customer know about the compression types? 

A. gz compression uses the least amount of space and the most CPU cycles 

B. gzfast compression uses less space and twice as much CPU cycles as gz 

C. gz compression uses 30% to 40% less storage space on average than lz 

D. lz compression uses the least amount of space and the most CPU cycles 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An existing EMC NetWorker customer is evaluating options for upgrades within their backup solution. The customer is
interested in replacing their current tape- based infrastructure with a backup-to-disk product. The customer currently
uses EMC VNX arrays for their SAN storage. 

The solution needs to be able to retain certain backups for long periods of time due to compliance reasons, as well as to
minimize the amount of power and rack space required. In addition, all backups must go offsite on a daily basis. Finally,
the customer wants to be able to use a new 10 GigE infrastructure they are planning to deploy within their data center.
They want to minimize the amount of disruption to their current daily procedures in order to avoid re-training existing
staff. 

Which storage solution can be integrated with NetWorker to satisfy these requirements? 

A. Data Domain Boost to Data Domain device with Extended Retention 

B. Avamar and Data Domain with Data Domain I/OS license 

C. Data Domain VTL and Data Domain device with Extended Retention 

D. Data Domain and VNX with Data Domain I/OS license 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has decided on EMC Avamar as a solution. They are interested in the replication features to accommodate
multiple off-site locations. The customer wants to know the longest time they can run replication. 

According to EMC best practices, what is the maximum time to recommend to the customer? 

A. 6 Hours 

B. 8 Hours 
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C. 12 Hours 

D. 16 Hours 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has an existing EMC Data Domain system that backs up their web services data. Their business is growing
and they would like to expand storage by adding two ES30 hard drive shelves to their existing ES20 shelf set. 

Which option can be used for increasing capacity? 

A. Install a separate shelf set for the ES30 shelves 

B. Add only one additional ES30 shelf to the shelf set 

C. Use Infiniband style cables between the ES20 and ES30 shelves in the shelf set 

D. Install one additional ES20 to allow the additional two ES30 shelves to the existing shelf set 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An EMC NetWorker client is backed up as a guest in a virtual environment. This backup activity indirectly impacts other
virtual machines (VMs) on the same ESX server that uses shared resources. 

What will reduce this impact? 

A. Define backup policies to limit concurrent jobs on the ESX server 

B. Reduce the frequency of incremental backups 

C. Create a group to back up a selection of VMs on the same ESX server 

D. Convert the client to a dedicated storage node 

Correct Answer: A 
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